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VTEd Learns Project Update Oct. 27, 2020:
Account Creation for Educators
Local and Statewide Collaboration Powered by Edmodo
As you may know, the AOE has partnered with Edmodo to power our statewide professional
learning platform, VTEd Learns Network. This platform provides an online space for educators
in Vermont for peer learning, networking communities and information sharing -- all of which
can happen within schools, within supervisory unions and districts, or statewide.
Locally, each SU/SD and approved independent school has been provided its own secure space
for local collaboration and online teaching. Statewide, VTEd Learns Network supports virtual
spaces for collaboration between educators across SU/SDs -- removing geographic, financial or
health barriers posed by in-person gatherings.

Creating Your Account
Over the summer, Edmodo and the AOE worked to establish accounts for Superintendents,
Principals, Curriculum Directors and Directors of Technology so they could explore the tool
and establish their local spaces. SU/SD leadership ultimately will determine whether and how
they construct their local learning community spaces (see our July 6, 2020 Edmodo update) and
determine how they proceed with account creation.
To support statewide professional learning communities, any educators who do not yet have
accounts and want to begin collaborating with colleagues now, should please complete this
request form. If you have questions about your existing account, please email
PrioritySupport@edmodo.com.

Edmodo and You
Don’t miss out on one of our first training opportunities at Vermont Fest 2020. Existing, new
and future users can join the VTEd Learns Network workshop to learn how to leverage
Edmodo for professional learning and collaboration.
As the VTEd Learns space grows we will continue to provide updates. Until then you can get
more information by visiting the AOE Edmodo web page or Edmodo’s informational pages for
teachers or schools.

Contact Information:
If you have questions about this document or would like additional information please contact:
Jess DeCarolis at jess.decarolis@vermont.gov and Sigrid Olson at Sigrid.olson@vermont.gov,
Student Pathways Division.

